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PHP Developer Job (Fresher can also apply)
Description
Are you looking for a job in an IT company? At Delight ERP we are looking for
different experts belongs to the IT field & one can fit in our team.

Delight ERP has an excellent working environment with a well-known expert team.
Develop your knowledge & show your skills to us, We are hiring!

Responsibilities

Develop and build innovative, state-of-the-art web-based Codeigniter PHP
applications on portal plus premium service platforms.
Investigate and discover architectural considerations, such as web usability,
site performance and database design, as part of the system design
process; research and assess implementation alternatives for new
application features.
Knowledge about core  CodeIgniter, website development, wordpress from
scratch to finish.
Giving 101% responsive Coding as well as perfect cross-browser
compatibility on projects.
Code quality checking of PHP, CSS, HTML
The functionality of a website designed & developed as well as know about
all shortcuts of coding.
Good Communication skills because of sometimes needed communicating
with clients for changes in the website.
Know about live webserver because the Development of Websites taking
them to live on a web server.
Developing Website SEO friendly ( Must responsive ) & as per the
guidelines of all google Search Engines.
Prepare and maintain all tools regarding to coding.
Make a Document the development process with standard components.
A perfect way to Utilize backend services and offer to increase existing data
services API.

Skills

Proven SEO experience
Experience with Google and Bing’s services, including Analytics and
Webmaster Tools, Google’s Keyword Tool
A functional understanding of HTML and CSS, experience with SEO
industry programs, such as Google Analytics or Adobe Analytics
Knowledge of keyword research and data mining tools Excellent written and
verbal communication skills (email, phone, etc.)
Comfortable analyzing high volumes of data on a daily basis
Familiarity with WordPress or other content management systems
Up-to-date with the latest trends and best practices in SEO and SEM
A deep understanding of mobile strategy and how it relates to SEO

Hiring organization
Delight ERP

Position
02

Employment Type
Full-time, Intern

Job Location
RK House, 1 Ram Vihar Society,
Near Backbone Medicity, B/H Twin
Star, Nana Mava Chowk, 150 Feet
Ring Road, 360005, Rajkot,
Gujarat, India

Experience
0 – 4 years (Freshers can also
apply)

Proficiency
Codeigniter, PHP, AJAX, MySQL,
CSS, Javascript, HTML, XML,
BootStrap, jQuery

Working Hours
8.5

Date posted
27th April 2024
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